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Marjory: Hello and welcome to the Home Grown Food Summit. My name is Marjory Wildcraft. I 

am your host for this amazing series of presentations, and this 2016 summit is turning 
out to be the summit with a lot of goat presentations in it. I’m thrilled about that. I think 
goats are wonderful animals when done well. This presentation with Alison Martin is 
going to focus on heritage breed of goats, and which kind of goats you might choose to 
raise, and the importance of raising these goats. 
 

 We had the Livestock Conservancy give presentations for both years now, and we’re 
very, very delighted to always have them. They’re always welcome back. They just give a 
lot of really good solid information about the different breeds, and why you might want 
to choose one versus another, and help you select them. I’d like to stress again. It’s 
really important. We don’t normally think of farm animals as going extinct, but it’s 
actually a very big issue, and Alison is going to go into that in a bit more detail. I also am 
excited in this presentation. She talks about thinking goats, and I am also one of those 
dumb people that before the summit, I honestly didn’t know that cashmere came from 
goats. Watch this presentation, and you’ll learn a few more things too. 
 

 Let me give you a little bit of Alison’s background. She’s the Interim Executive Director 
at the Livestock Conservancy, which is a membership organization for conserving 
heritage breeds of livestock and poultry. Alison is responsible for leading and building 
capacity in the Livestock Conservancy’s programs and operations, and she’s got 25 years 
of experience in agriculture. She also provides technical education and support to 
heritage breeds farmers and ranchers around the country. She really knows what she’s 
doing. Enjoy this presentation with Alison on heritage breed goats. 
 

Alison: Hi. I’m Alison Martin with Livestock Conservancy, here to introduce you to heritage 
breed goats. Heritage breed goats are great next addition to your homestead. They’re 
really versatile, providing meat, dairy, and fiber, and are great multi-taskers on the farm. 
Also, market trends for goat meat and dairy products are booming if you want products 
to sell. We’ll review the different breed of heritage goats, what makes them a good fit 
on your farm, and the next steps that you might want to take if you get them. 
 

 The Livestock Conservancy is a national nonprofit membership organization working to 
conserve endangered breeds of livestock and poultry. We work with all the common 
farm animal species, and our focus is really on genetic conservation, that is conserving 
the biodiversity of our livestock in poultry and farms. These are the breeds that would 
have once been very common on farms in our grandparents’ day maybe, but are now 
pretty uncommon on farms. In fact, many of them are endangered. 
 

 What is a heritage breed? A rough guideline to the term is that it must be a true genetic 
breed. That’s something that evolved from foundation, isolation, and selection with a 
long history in the United States. It must be purebred, selected for longevity, fertility, 
and productivity. Typically, these are breeds that thrive outdoors on a plant and forage-
based diet. 
 

 You might ask, “Why are heritage breeds endangered?” In the 20th century, our 
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agricultural system developed to produce large quantities of food for very low cost, and 
that was great because it helped us to feed our growing population, but the breeds that 
didn’t fit in to large scale production are being lost, and that loss of breeds means a loss 
of genetic diversity. Biodiversity in our agricultural system reduces risk in the long-term, 
so just as you wouldn’t put all of your investments into a single stock, you don’t want to 
invest all of your resources into a single breed of livestock for the long-term health of 
our agricultural system. 
 

 Luckily, there are some great advantages to heritage breeds that makes them a good fit 
on small farms and homesteads. Many of the breeds that we’re going to talk about have 
robust immune systems and parasite-resistance, which is particularly important for 
goats. Some of them are great mothers and give birth easily, and nearly all of them have 
the ability to thrive on pasture and marginal forages. Another thing that you might not 
think about is longer lifespan in our heritage breeds, and this means that an individual is 
productive for longer on the farm and doesn’t need to be replaced. 
 

 Now, let’s take a look at the heritage breed goats and how to choose breeds that fit 
your farm. The first question is, “What are your production needs?” What are you trying 
to do with your goats? Are you looking primarily for a meat type of operation? Are you 
thinking about doing dairying? Don’t forget, with dairying, to get dairy milk, you’re going 
to have to breed your goats, and if you breed your goats, you’re going to have offspring, 
and those offspring may or may not fit into dairying for you, and so you’re going to 
always have that meat product as a byproduct, and think ahead to what you’re going to 
be doing with that. Some goats are going to be well-suited for fiber production. Some of 
the breeds that we’ll talk about have cashmere, and of course, goats are very popular 
for doing brush control projects too. 
 

 The next question you want to ask is, “What other characteristics are going to be 
important to you on your farm?” Maybe it’s like the Spanish goats here that are very 
hardy and excellent foragers on marginal brush, or maybe it’s like these myotonic goats 
that are excellent mothers, so what characteristics are important to you? Think about 
temperament too. What kind of personality are you looking for in goats? 
 

 Another consideration is adaption. Both of these pictures show Spanish goats. The one 
on the left shows Spanish goats on a coastal island at South Carolina. Here, the Spanish 
goats are very well-adapted to the heat and humidity, and to the parasites, and bugs, 
and diseases, and so on found in hot and humid South. The goat on the right on the 
other hand is another Spanish goat, and this one is found on the dry side of the 
Hawaiian Islands. Here, you’re talking about heat and dry atmosphere. That one 
wouldn’t do well if you put him in the hot and humid South, and the ones from the 
South wouldn’t do well if you put them in really dry, arid conditions, so try and think 
about where your goats are coming from, and try to buy them from areas where they’re 
going to be adapted to the same kind of climate that you’re at. 
 

 Then finally, once you’re sure that you’ve got a goat that’s going to suit your needs and 
it’s well-adapted to your environment, then you might as well choose a breed that you 
like. These are animals that you’re going to be working with day in and day out, week in, 
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week out, month in and month out. Hopefully, for years to come, so you may as well 
choose a breed that you like. 
 

 The first breed of goats that we’re going to look at is the myotonic or Tennessee fainting 
goat. Some of you, I see you smiling already. You might be surprised that we’re 
considering this as a serious goat for your homestead and meat production, but the 
truth is they’re excellent as a meat goat. Myotonic goats were developed in the United 
States, and because of this genetic condition that causes the muscles to contract when 
they’re startled, yes, it can lead to what they call “fainting,” and occasionally, when 
they’re really startled, they’ll fall over, but the other thing is that because of this, 
they’ve got … it’s like doing isometric exercises all day long, and so myotonic goats 
actually have the highest mean-to-bone ratio of any of the breeds of goats that we’re 
going to look at. It’s a 4-to-1 meat-to-bone ratio rather than the typical 3-to-1 ratio that 
you see in most meat breeds. 
 

 Myotonic goats are a little bit slower growing than other meat breeds, but when they 
get there, it’s a very fine product. In areas where you suffer from parasites, this is a 
good goat to consider too because they are very parasite-resistant naturally, so they’re 
good for meat. They can be used for some dairy and brush clearing operations too. 
They’re also prolific. What that means is that they’re prone to having twins. 
 

 Myotonic goats … There’s a variability in size depending on the bloodlines that you get, 
so that’s something to ask about. It also means that they can meet a variety of different 
needs on homestead, so if you’ve got a smaller property, you may be looking for a 
smaller goat, or if you’re doing serious meat production for sale, then you may be 
looking for larger goat. Their genetic conservation status is recovering. That means that 
they’re doing a little bit better than some of the other breeds that we’re going to look 
at. 
 

 San Clemente Island goats are another American breed, and they come from San 
Clement Island, one of the Channel Islands off the coast of California. There, they were 
abandoned from ranching operations there, and so they spent a lot of period of time as 
a feral type of a breed. What that means is that as you’d expect from any kind of animal 
that had to shift sail for a long time, they’re very hardy, they’re good mothers, easy 
birthing, good mother and characteristics, and good foragers, so well-adapted to the 
type of climate that you would have in the coastal California, but they’re proven to be 
adaptable and are now found throughout the United States. They’re used for meat 
projects, brush clearing, dairy, and youth projects. 
 

 San Clemente Island goats are a little bit smaller in size, 50 to 60 pounds on average, 
and so they make a great youth project, but also, if you’ve got that smaller property 
where you’re looking for goats, but not something that’s going to be too large for you. 
San Clemente Island goats are critically endangered. Definitely looking for more people 
to help raise them. 
 

 Arapawa goats are another island breed from Arapawa Island off the coast of New 
Zealand. Unlike the San Clemente Island goats, they were rescued from a feral 
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population. A lot of times, these goats on islands were placed there by sailors because 
they knew that when they came around again, there was the possibility that not only 
could they get water on the islands, but that they could get meat too. A lot of times, 
these island populations can’t stay where they are any longer. After a small handful of 
the animals were rescued in New Zealand, then some of them are shipped to the United 
States, and the United States now has about 50% of the global population of Arapawa 
goats, so really, important population here in the US. 
 

 Again, with a feral population, you have the kind of characteristics in these goats that 
you’d expect in that they’re very hardy, good foragers, good mothers, and a little bit 
larger in size than the San Clemente Island goats that we looked at. Here, you’re talking 
about 60 to 125 pounds. They’re good for meat, brush clearing, and some folks are using 
them for dairy projects now. Like the San Clemente Island goats, Arapawa goats are 
critically endangered. 
 

 Oberhasli goats are the best dairy breed of all the heritage breeds. They are Swiss goat 
in origin, and we found that they’re very adaptable to different environments. As you 
would hope in a dairy animal, they’ve got general dispositions. Even though they’re used 
primarily for dairy, they can also be used in brush clearing, but then also as pack 
animals, so that channel disposition that they have suits them well for being used as 
pack animals. Also, because they’re a little bit larger in size. Here, you’re looking at 
about 100 to 150 pounds. The conservation status of Oberhasli goats is recovering 
because they found a lot of popularity as dairy animals. 
 

 Spanish goats are an American breed of heritage goats, and as the name implies, they’re 
descended from goats that were brought by the original Spanish explorers back in 
1500’s. Until the 1990’s when they were replaced by Boer goats from South Africa, 
Spanish goats were the most common breed of domestic goats in the United States, 
especially for meat. They’re very hardy and well-adapted to a variety of climates. You’ll 
remember that this is the goat that we looked at earlier the presentation that had 
representatives both in the southeast and in the very dry and arid areas of the United 
States. 
 

 Spanish goats are very parasite-resistant, and they’re used particularly for meat, but 
also for brush clearing. There are some strains that are used for dairying, and there’s 
even some strains that have cashmere for fiber. Different bloodlines or different sizes, 
and they vary in size from 50 to 200 pounds, so it’s important to learn more about the 
bloodlines, and find the one that’s going to be best suited to your area and your needs. 
 

 The conservation status of Spanish goats is watch. That means they’re not doing quite as 
well as breeds in the recovering category. There are some very large breeding herds in 
Texas in particular where they run pretty wild. The thing is there is only a couple of 
those herds, and they’re very, very large, and so that means that potentially, the loss of 
any one of those breeding herds would have a big impact on the breed, so we keep a 
little bit closer eye on them for conservation than we would if they were divided up into 
more breeding populations. 
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 What about Boer goats? How do they compare against these heritage breeds we’ve 
talked about for meat production? Boer goats came from South Africa, and as we said, 
they’ve displaced Spanish goats as the most popular breed for meat, but a study at 
University of Tennessee showed that the performance really depends on the 
environment that you’re raising them in. They did a 6-year study using Boer goats, Kikos, 
and Spanish goats. For simplicity, I’m just going to talk about the Boer and the Spanish, 
and you can go to their website if you want to read about the results for the Kikos. 
 

 They showed that the Boers, compared with Spanish goats, had lower winning rates. 
They were equal or slightly lower in terms of the carcass yield, but where they actually 
were superior to the Spanish goats was in the visual carcass scores, and so what this 
means is that when you look at the Boer goat, that stocky confirmation that you see, 
they just look like they’re more meaty, and so for the meat inspectors that are … their 
eye is trained to that blocky look. They’re going to give that a higher score than they 
would the leaner look, the Spanish goat, even though pound for pound on the scales, 
you actually find that the carcass yield is typically equivalent. 
 

 There is a way to take advantage of both. If you’re doing a meat operation and you want 
to take advantage of the mothering abilities and the parasite-resistance of pure Spanish, 
and you also want to take advantage of the meat characteristics of Boers, there’s a way 
to do both, but to do that, you’ve got to make sure that you’re continuing to replace 
purebred Spanish with purebred Spanish, and that means that you’ve got to do some 
pure-breeding on your own farm, so make sure that each purebred doe replaces herself 
at least twice, and the bucks too. 
 

 One way to do this is to keep your Spanish does in your pure-breeding herd for the first 
breeding cycle or two before you move them into your crossbreeding herd, and then at 
the end of their productive life, when you find the does that have the most longevity 
and that are the most productive over their lifespan, move them back into your pure-
breeding herd, so that you’re keeping a lot of that genetics going in your flock. That 
means you may want to keep a Spanish buck on the place or you may want to partner 
with others to do that. 
 

 If you’ve got a small flock of goats and don’t want the hassle of keeping multiple bucks 
on your farm, then it can help to work with other farms in your area that have the same 
breed, so that you can exchange bucks from time to time. This is called the “spiral 
breeding strategy,” and it’s a great way to prevent inbreeding in your flock. 
 

 Once you’ve decided what breed or breeds are going to work best for you, then the next 
step is trying to find animals and trying to find good breeders. With the heritage breeds, 
because they’re endangered, this might take you a little bit of time. The fact of the 
matter is, is that they’re rare, and that means that the breeders that are raising them 
might not be close to you, so there’s a couple of good resources for finding rare breeds. 
 

 The first is at the Livestock Conservancy’s website. We have an online breeders 
directory that can help you point toward some of these endangered breeds that we’ve 
talked about. We also print an annual breeders directory that goes out to members 
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every year. Another great place for information is to go to the Breed Associations’ 
website. Those breed associations, most of them have a breeders directory, and that 
can help you find individual breeders in your area or at least in your state that are 
raising the breeds that you’re interested in. 
 

 I really encourage you not to go to the live animal auctions. The reason for that is that 
live animal auctions, the goats that are taken to those, those are not people’s best 
animals that they’re looking to sell. Those are their “call animals,” and you really don’t 
want to be starting your flock with somebody else’s call animals, so buy from an 
individual breeder. Maybe take somebody with you that’s got a little bit of experience, 
so that you can really identify the better quality animals that you’re going to buy. 
 

 When you talk to individual breeders, you want to ask a lot of questions. You want to 
ask them what they’re selecting for in their breeding programs and why, why … You’re 
going to learn a lot about the animals that you’re going to buy and whether they’re 
going to fit the needs that you have on your farm, so ask about the traits that are 
important to you. It’s perfectly all right to ask to see their records, so if they’re telling 
you that they’re getting certain weight at harvest stage or if they’re telling you that 
you’re getting certain birthrates, ask to see the records that show you that. 
 

 While you’re doing your homework, there are some things you want to do on your own 
farm to make it ready for the goats when they arrive. The last thing you want to do is do 
an impulse buy where you bring goats home and you’re not ready for them. With my 
thanks to Yvonne Zweede-Tucker, she’s the author of “The Meat Goat Handbook,” and 
she developed this list of the things that you want to plan for before you buy your goats. 
 

 The first to those is you got to make sure that you’ve got a secured pen or pasture. You 
need a safe place where you can put your goats, that they’re not going to escape, and 
particularly, in those early days and weeks, when they’re not used to their new 
surroundings, you got to make sure you’ve got appropriate feeds, so you’re going to 
have to think ahead and buy some hay before they arrive. Make sure that you’ve got a 
place and equipment to provide them with a constant supply of clean, fresh watering, 
and then you want to plan for deworming. 
 

 The last thing you want to do is bring somebody else’s worms on to your farm, so a lot 
of people like to plan for an aggressive deworming on the day that the goats arrive on 
their farm. Minerals are important, so make sure you’ve got a mineral lick or powdered 
minerals and a way to deliver it to your animals. You want to have a plan for shelter. You 
want to make sure that your goats are going to be safe, and you want to have contact 
with a veterinarian, so it’s not something that you plan on using, but veterinarians that 
specialize in goats are few and far between, so call around. See if you could find 
somebody that if you need to, if you have to, you can call them if there’s a problem. 
 

 When you’re buying goats, ask the seller about health testing and vaccinations. There 
are a couple of really important goat diseases to be aware of that you want to make 
sure that they either have been health tested to make sure that they’re free of them or 
that they’ve been vaccinated. Keep in mind that if you’re buying goats from out of state, 
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you’re going to have to have a health test by a veterinarian and the proper paperwork 
before you put them in the trailer to transport them across state lines. 
 

 The other thing is you really want to quarantine any new animals on your farm for at 
least 30 days. You want to keep them completely separated from your other livestock, 
and when you’re doing your chores, go to your own goats first before you go and treat 
the ones that are in quarantine. That way, if you do have any undetected problems, you 
won’t transmit them to your own goats. We talked a little bit before about parasite 
control and wanting to deworm maybe when your goats come on the farm. Be sure to 
coordinate that with the seller because some sellers will deworm the goats when 
they’re putting them on the trailer, so you really don’t want to be deworming them first 
when they go on the trailer and again when they come off, so be sure to coordinate that 
with the seller. 
 

 Okay. Now, let’s look at incorporating heritage breeds into your sustainable farm and 
homestead system. The great thing is, is that some of the characteristics that we talked 
about when we talked about the individual breeds mean that you’re going to have less 
work and less resources using heritage goats than you might with other breeds. The first 
thing you’ll always want to think about when you’re preparing for goats is fencing, so 
the goats at some point, you know what? They’re going to challenge your fences. It’s 
just a fact of life, so that means that your permanent fences, you’re going to want them 
to be pretty darn sturdy. You want them to be goat-proof. 
 

 There are some things that you can do with the way that you manage your goats that 
are going to keep them from challenging your fences as much. These 3 things are feed, 
so if they’ve got a variety of feed that they like, they’re going to be happier within the 
space that they are and less inclined to roam. Another factor is boredom, and you see 
this a lot. A lot of times, I’m on farms, and I see goats that are on just a plain old grass 
pasture. The goats start to get pretty bored, and that’s when they start challenging the 
fences. Then, the third factor to think about with keeping goats confined is crowding 
because if the goats feel that they’re crowded, then again, they’re going to be looking 
for ways to get out. 
 

 There is a role for temporary fencing for goats, and particularly, if you want to put your 
goats to work on your homestead. The picture on the right-hand side, you’ve got there 
simple electro netting that’s being used to keep these goats in an area that the owner 
wants to have the brush cleared. You can see the variety of feed that they’ve got there, 
and those goats are just going to town. They are happy to be in there, and so they’re 
happy enough to respect that electro netting as long as they’ve got that variety of feed 
for interest and flavor. Then, the last area where you want to think about the right 
fencing and the right places is when you’ve got to separate the boys from the girls, and 
that’s another time that the goats are going to challenge your fencing is during mating 
season. 
 

 The next thing you want to think about is shelter. Heritage breeds are pretty hardy, and 
so their shelter needs are pretty simple. In fact, a lot of the time, you’re going to find 
them outdoors regardless of whether it’s snowy, or rainy, or whatnot, but goats really 
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don’t like to get wet very much, and they particularly don’t like to get wet when it’s cold 
and windy as well. If you provide simple shelter for them to duck inside when they want 
to, then they’ll appreciate it. You particularly want to provide shelter to mothers with 
new born babies because those babies just can’t keep themselves warm enough, so you 
want to have a little bit of extra shelter where they can get away and keep those babies 
warm. 
 

 We talked about separating the boys from the girls. Yes. You do need sturdy fences, but 
there’s a couple other factors that can help you do this. One is distance. Even if you got 
say the distance of a driveway between the pasture where you’ve got your bucks and 
the pasture where your does live, that’s going to help to keep them calmer and not 
trying to get to each other. I can guarantee you that if you’ve got a buck and a doe on 2 
sides of a fence during the mating season, something is going to happen, and you’re not 
going to be real happy about it. 
 

 The other way to keep the boys separated from the girls is that if you’ve got a secure 
pen or preferably pens where you can lock them up and if you’re doing that say at night 
anyway, then you can use staggered bracing schedules to separate the boys from the 
girls, so you can let the does out during the day to graze, then pen them up, and then let 
the bucks out at night to graze. That’s another way of keeping them from mating except 
on your schedule. 
 

 When you think about feeding goats, purchased feeds should be the very, very last thing 
on your list. Goats are by their nature browsers and cleanup artists, and so they actually 
prefer things like woody plants. Let’s say that you’re trimming some shrubs or trees, 
then you want to throw all those branches, and trimmings, and everything into the goat 
pens for them to eat or even put them into like orchard areas. I was on a farm one time 
where … This is out in California. They were raising walnuts, and the goats were in the 
pen, in the orchard with the walnuts, and those walnut trees were evenly trimmed at 
the exact height that a goat can reach up on tiny legs and eat those leaves, but the trees 
were doing really well. The goats were doing really well. They just love that kind of feed. 
 

 You can throw in Christmas trees at the end of the Christmas season as long as they 
don’t have any plastic or tinsel on that. You can throw in pumpkins and squash that you 
get after Halloween, things like that. The goats are going to love you for it. Vines in my 
area, there’s a lot of Japanese honeysuckle and a lot of native blackberry that goats are 
great at cleaning that sort of thing up. Seedheads. You talked about starthistle in the 
western states. Goats love that. Then, you want to allow them to graze. Probably at 
chest height is about ideal. That’s where you really want your goats to be eating at. 
 

 In the wintertime, lots of us are going to have to provide supplemental hay for our goats 
because we just don’t have enough roughage in our farms in the wintertime, so it does 
need to be a good quality hay because you need to provide a good protein source, 
particularly if you’ve got pregnant does, but the other thing is, is that goats need a lot of 
roughage. They do specialize in those woody plants and so on, and so any kind of free 
sources of roughage that you can provide your goats are going to be appreciated. Again, 
we’re talking about the cornstalks or any kind of gleanings from your garden and field at 
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that time of the year, the Christmas trees and so on. 
 

 Keep in mind that feed requirement change over the life of the animal and at different 
stages in their life, and so you’re going to need less nutrient-dense, less feed for adults. 
Your bucks, for example, aren’t going to need as much feed as say a doe that’s in late 
pregnancy or lactation where you want to make sure that she’s got really a pretty good 
plan of nutrition. Then, the dwindling animals are going to have different nutritional 
needs. Of course, you want to add a little bit more energy to their diet when you’re 
finishing goats for market. 
 

 In most areas of the United States, you’ll need to supplement your goats’ diet with 
minerals. The feeds store folks might be able to guide you on what minerals to feed in 
your area, or even better, consult with the forage specialist in your extension service. 
Minerals come in block form or in loose powder. For the loose powders, you can easily 
construct a simple PVC type of feeder like this shown here, and those plants can be 
found out on the internet. 
 

 One of the most commonly supplemented minerals for goats is copper, and copper 
deficiency is relatively common in goats. One way to recognize it is if you get bleaching 
or black and red hairs on the goats that turn white, then you want to make sure that 
you’ve got enough copper in their diets. Some people like to feed chelated minerals to 
make sure that they get better absorption of the minerals, and another thing to be 
cautious of if you are supplementing the copper is you want to watch the iron intake 
because too much iron can actually block copper intake. 
 

 Finally, goats need a constant supply of clean water. If you’ve only got a few goats, then 
something as simple as water bucket is probably your best bet. It’s inexpensive, and 
that’s a great way to start out. If you’ve got a larger flock, then you want to look at 
something that maybe is automatically refilling, so that you’re not lugging water buckets 
around all the time. Down the lower left is a frost-free system. These are typically 
installed for cattle, but they’ll work fine for goats too, and that’s convenient if you get a 
lot of hard freezes in the wintertime because it gets tiresome to be out there busting 
the ice off the top of your water trough all the time. Then, on the right-hand side is a 
nipple type of system. Goats can be taught pretty quickly how to use nipple waterers 
too. 
 

 Now, the concrete block is there to remind us that you need to have the right height of 
water for your goat and for all ages of your goats, so you want to make sure that the 
babies are going to be able to get to the water. If they can’t, then a step like a concrete 
block helps them get up to where they need to be. If you’ve got a trough type system, 
think about what might happen if your babies start playing and one of them falls into 
the trough, and make sure you’ve got a block on the inside too, so they can get 
themselves back out. 
 

 Goats are susceptible to a number of parasites, and this is something you really want to 
think about in managing your goats. Luckily, there are several things that you can do in 
your management system that are going to help your goats have few repair site issues. 
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One of those is just to graze them high. If you look at this picture, you see that the 
brows that they’re on is at about chest height, and that’s perfect because think about it. 
Where are the parasites found? They’re found in the feces, and the feces are found on 
the ground. If your pastures are really low, then your goats are grazing down close to 
where the parasites are found, but if you’re able to turn them into brush areas like this 
where they’re grazing high, then they’re going to have a lot less contact with parasites. 
 

 For that and a lot of other reasons, it’s important to rotate your pastures often, and that 
does 2 things. One, it’s going to keep them at that right grazing height, but then it’s also 
going to break up the parasite cycle. If you can keep your goats off of the same land for 
about 30 days, then most of the parasites that are on there are going to die off, and 
you’re not going to get reinfection when you move back unto that same bed of ground. 
 

 Now, a lot of breeds that we talked about, these heritage breeds, are pretty parasite-
resistant, and that’s great, but you can reinforce that and make it even better in your 
flock whether they start out parasite-resistant or whether you want to get them that 
way through selection. What that means is that if you’re routinely testing your flock for 
parasites and making good records of which ones have the most problems and which 
ones have the fewest problems, then you can select your flock for more parasite-
resistance, and this is really, really effective. 
 

 I work with one farmer who has been able to reduce the parasite burden in her flock 
down to … She’s got a lot of animals that will have fecal counts of zero when she tests 
them in the middle of the summer in the height of parasite season, so there’s real 
opportunity to improve the resistance in your flock through selection. 
 

 Another thing that you can do is feed your goats feeds that are high in tannins. Tannins 
are a natural deworming compound. We typically think of trees like oak trees and that 
as being high in tannins, and they are, and so if you’re trimming oak trees and you want 
to throw those younger branches in for the goats to eat on, that’s going to help their 
parasite resistance, but there’s a lot of other trees that we don’t necessarily think of and 
shrubs that are high in tannins too. 
 

 There’s pasture grasses like lespedeza. Lespedeza is actually planted in a lot of areas 
because of their high tannin content and the fact that it’s a good high-protein pasture 
grass that can also have deworming effects. Now, in some regions like the Southeast, 
some of the lespedeza varieties are evasive, so work with your forage specialist to make 
sure you’re getting the right one for your area. You can look at plants like acacia, 
eucalyptus, myrtle, maple, birches, willow. Willow is a great one for tannins. Even pine 
and sorghum. These are some feeds that are high in tannins that will help keep your 
goats worm-free. 
 

 Then, other things that you can look at for keeping your parasite load down is training 
yourself. FAMACHA is a training procedure that you can learn to identify one of the 
most common parasites in goats, and that’s the barber pole worm. It trains you to look 
for anemia in your goats, and then you’re only treating goats that really need it and not 
treating the other ones. You want to couple FAMACHA with doing fecal counts, and so 
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at least once a year, during the height of the parasite season, and usually, that’s during 
the warm rainy season, then you want to collect some fecal samples, preferably from 
each goat, and test it for parasite eggs in the feces, and your veterinarian can help you 
do that, or if you’re handy with a microscope, you can learn to do it yourself pretty 
quickly. 
 

 If you do need to deworm, just deworm the goats that needed the most. Think about 
those goats that you’re deworming a lot, not letting them reproduce, and taking them 
out of your flock at some point. Probably, the most common dewormer if you do need 
to use it is Ivomec 10, and it’s pretty readily available. It’s very important to plan ahead 
to protect your goats from predators. Your first line of defense against predators is the 
fencing, so the sturdy fences that you’ve got to keep your goats in can also help you 
keep predators out. 
 

 One way to do this is with top-riggers and out-riggers of electric wire. A top-rigger is 
electric wire that runs along the top of your fence and helps deter predators that are 
trying to climb over. An out-rigger is placed on the outside of your fence, typically about 
6 to 8 inches above the ground on the outside of the fence, and that’s going to hit a 
predator in the nose when they’re investigating the fence and trying to figure out how 
to get over or under it. 
 

 If you only have a few goats, then you may be able to confine them at night, and that 
maybe all the predator control that you need, but if you’ve got a larger flock of goats, 
then you got to have to consider a livestock guardians of some kind. The most common 
livestock guardians are dogs, and they do an excellent job of deterring not only coyotes, 
but also aerial predators like ravens, and hawks, and eagles that can prey on young 
goats. A good livestock guardian can also discourage really big predators like mountain 
lions. Donkeys and llamas are also used as livestock guardians, and they do a great job. 
I’m sorry I didn’t have a good picture here of a donkey defending goats, but they do just 
as well with sheep and goats. 
 

 Regardless of whether your guardian is a dog, a donkey, or a llama, they’ve all got to 
want to guard the goats, and you’re going to need to have them trained, so it’s a really 
good idea to buy your guardian from somebody who’s experienced in breeding and 
training guardian animals. When you do, not only are they going to provide some great 
suggestions for you in terms of how to get them to work with your animals, but also, if 
you have an animal that doesn’t work out, a guardian that doesn’t work out, then if 
you’re working with an experienced breeder, they’re going to be likely to have a 
guarantee that that animal is going to work for you. 
 

 For example, with donkeys. Sometimes, you’ll find donkeys that for whatever reason, 
they just don’t like goats. They might like sheep just fine, but they don’t like goats. In 
that case, you want to be able to go back to the breeder and say, “Look, this donkey 
didn’t work out. Can I either have my money back, or can you provide me with another 
animal that maybe will work better on my farm?” Typically, those experienced breeders 
are going to work with you in those situations. 
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 We’ve covered the really essential things that you need for taking care of goats. There’s 
a couple other things that would be really handy to have, let’s say. First of these is 
looking at some place that you’re going to work with the goats either in working pens or 
goat stands. There’s times where you just are going to need to handle the goats be it for 
vaccination or trimming hooves. Maybe you want to check them for parasites or treat 
them, and then after the babies are born, then you want a way to get … to be able to 
handle the babies, and check them over, and give them any kind of care that they need, 
so it’s good to have a place that the goats are used to coming in to where you can work 
with them. 
 

 In the picture here, they just feed them a little handful of grain every now and then in 
the working enclosure. In that way, the goats see that as a place that they enjoy coming 
in to because they get treats. You might also find it convenient to have some kind of a 
goat stand where you can do things like hoof trimming, and it’d be a little bit easier on 
your back. 
 

 From time to time, you’re going to need to transfer your goats, and how you do that 
depends a lot on how many goats you’ve got, so probably, one of the most common 
ways that people transport if they’ve only got 1 or 2 goats is in dog carriers. Your can 
use some larger dog carriers, and put them in the back of your pickup truck or in your 
vehicle, and transport your goats that way. As you can see on the left 2 pictures, there’s 
a lot of creative ways that people have developed to transport their goats in trailers or 
in the back of their car. 
 

 Now, if you’ve got more goats that you want to transport or if you’re going over longer 
distances, then you want to make … may want to do something a little bit more 
accommodating such as this pickup truck carrier that you see here, and those can be 
purchased or a trailer if you’ve got a larger number of goats. A trailer is what you might 
want to think about if you’re going to be taking your goats to other properties for 
grazing. 
 

 When it comes time to breed your goats, plan ahead. Goats are most likely to come into 
estrus between October and February, and you want to breed on your own schedule, so 
plan on breeding 5 months before you want kids. Now, when you’re planning your 
breeding, this is the perfect time to be thinking about selection and matings. 
 

 Selection means that rather than just letting the goats decide who breeds to who, 
you’re going to choose the best goats in your herd for whatever characteristics that 
might be, whether you’re breeding them for more parasite-resistance, or better growth, 
or better mothering abilities, or longevity, you make the selection of what you want to 
improve in your flock, and you’ll find that over time, if you’re always choosing the best 
animals that you’re going to see the improvements that you want your flock. 
 

 Then, plan your matings, so you want to plan your matings both for inbreeding, which 
we talked a little bit about earlier, but also if you’ve got a doe that’s a little bit weak. 
Let’s say conformationally in a certain area. Let’s say that she’s a little bit weak in the 
hind end, then you want to mate her against a buck that’s stronger in those areas. 
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 There are couple things that you can do to improve your odds of getting your does bred 

and tracking which ones are bred to make sure that they all get bred. One of these is 
called the “buck effect.” What that means is that when you turn the buck in with the 
does, you’re going to see a lot of your does coming into he about 7 or 10 days after the 
buck is added, so you can take advantage of that to time your breeding cycles and to get 
more of your dose in estrus. 
 

 The other thing you may want to consider doing is using crayons. Now, crayons are a 
kind of contraption that you strap around the buck, and it’s going to leave a color mark 
on the doe after he’s bred her. By using that, you could see … make sure that all of your 
does have been bred. If you’re using multiple bucks, you can use different color crayons 
to see who’s bred who. Now, the last thing I want to mention is keeping records. This is 
an important of your long-term management of your flock, so that you’re not guessing 5 
months later who is the daddy of which kid, and you can make those long-term 
improvements in your flock that we talked about. 
 

 When it comes to breeding your goats, plan head. Most goats in the United States are 
going to come into estrus approximately between October and February. You can 
control when they come into estrus a little bit by using what’s called the “buck effect,” 
and this is when you turn your buck in with your does. About 7 to 10 days after you turn 
your buck in, then you’re going to see a lot of your does coming in to estrus. If you’re 
planning ahead, then you want to breed 5 months before you want kids. 
 

 When you’re planning your breeding, this is a time to think about selection. What that 
means is that you’re going to select the best animals in your flock to mate, and those 
are going to be the ones that have the characteristics that you want to improve in your 
flock, so be that parasite-resistance, be that better growth. Maybe it’s mothering ability 
or longevity. If you’re continuously selecting the animals that are doing the best in your 
flock in these areas, you’re going to see the improvements that you want over time. 
Using crayons that strap on to the buck is one way to find out who’s been bred and who 
hasn’t been bred, and be sure to keep records, so that when those babies start coming, 
you know who the father was. 
 

 Here are some considerations for pregnancy and kidding. The first of these is nutrition, 
so we talked about this a little bit earlier, but you want to make sure that the dough is 
getting enough nutrition in light pregnancy and when she’s lactating, so that this is 
passed on to her offspring. The second one is shelter. Remember, those babies need to 
be able to get out of the wind and rain, and they may need a little more help to stay 
warm if you’re kidding during cooler seasons. 
 

 The other thing is mother knows best. Most of the time, those mothers are going to 
take a good … do a good job of taking care of their offspring. After all, with the heritage 
breeds, good mothering skills is one of their advantages. Try not to interfere too much 
between the doe and her kid or kids, unless you really see something that it looks like 
it’s going sideways. 
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 There are a couple things that you’ll want to take care of during the first week of life. 
The first of these is tagging. Typically, with goats, you’re talking about ear tags, but it 
could be as simple as a collar as long as you’re increasing the size of that collar as the 
goat grows. You want to take care of that tagging during the first week, so that you are 
absolutely certain which kid goes with which mother because when they start coming 
out and they’re playing with each other, it can be pretty hard to tell who goes with who. 
 

 Neutering is something that a lot of growers like to take care of during the first week 
too, and obviously, we’re talking here about the boys. Disbudding, if you don’t want 
horns on your goats, then the earlier you get that taken care of, the better. If you’re 
showing your goats, a lot of goat shows do require that they’d be dehorned or 
disbudded before they could be shown. 
 

 If you’re tracking growth in your goats, then it’s a good idea to weigh them, and that will 
keep you really good records to know who’s gaining the fastest, and then any other kind 
of recordkeeping that you want to do about the characteristics of all of your goats as 
they’re born, so take care of those during the first week. Now, as your goats grow, by 
the time they get to 90 days, you want to separate the boys from the girls because, 
believe it or not, by that time, some of them could be starting to come in to sexual 
maturity, and the last thing you want is more surprises [on your farm 00:51:05]. 
 

 Let’s take a look now at putting your goats to work. If you’re going to make your 
heritage goats pay on farm, then yes, you can use them for meat. You can use them for 
dairy, and some of them, as we’ve seen, you can even use for fiber, but have you 
thought about using them for draft power, for pulling things? Have you thought about 
using them for weeding and mowing your lawn? These are some ways that you can get 
even more work out of your heritage goats and help them pull their own weight around 
the farm. 
 

 Let’s look first at selling meat goats. US goat meat consumption in 2009 and 2010 was 
over 30,000 metric tons. Goat is the most popularly consumed meat in the entire world. 
In the United States, this graph shows that about half of that goat meat is imported. I 
just think it would be so much better if we were selling more goat meat that was 
produced here in the United States, so if you are thinking about selling goat meat, 
there’s 3 options that you have to do that. The first of these is on the hoof. Here, you’re 
selling a live animal, and the buyer is taking care of any kind of processing. This is 
actually a pretty lucrative market. You could find a lot of buyers that are interested and 
willing to buy your goats on the hoof. 
 

 The second way is to find a good processor and particularly, a good processor who will 
process goats. If you’re lucky enough to have one of those in reasonable distance, that’s 
a great way to sell goat meat. You can either sell it through the processor. A lot of times, 
they’ll have a meat market on the premises, or you can get the processed meat, and 
then sell it to ethnic restaurants, for example, might be interested in buying from you. 
The third option is to sell wholesale. If you’ve got a large flock, this could be an option 
for you, but for a smaller flock, typically, they’re not going to be as interested in sending 
a trailer to your area to buy your goats if you’ve only got 2 or 3 available at a time. 
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 A few heritage breeds make excellent dairy goats like Oberhasli goat shown here. 

Arapawa goats are also becoming popular for dairying. If you just need enough goat milk 
for your family, try milking other breeds like Spanish goats or San Clemente Island goats. 
Goat cheese is becoming very popular, and if you’re selling other products from your 
farm, this might be one that you want to add to your repertoire. Either you can establish 
your own small dairy to make your own cheeses or sell your milk to an artisanal cheese 
maker, and then buy back the cheese to sell on your farm. Goat milk is also good for 
making soaps and lotions, and a lot of people have started using it for that. 
 

 Of course, you can add income to your farm by selling heritage breeding stock. I really 
encourage you to sell good quality breeding stock and not try to sell your call animals to 
others and pass them off as breeding stock. For one thing, by selling superior animals, 
you’re going to develop a reputation for having good quality breeding stock. Another 
thing to consider is that in future years, if something happens in your own flock or if you 
just want to take advantage of the fact that you’ve sold some really good quality 
animals to others in the past, you can buy back some of that good quality breeding stock 
if you need to add genetics to your own farm. 
 

 Putting your goats to work in brush clearing just makes good sense. The goats will be 
happy, and you’ll be happy. Do you have an area on your homestead that’s overgrown? 
Put the goats in there. They’ll take care of it for you without using any fossil fuels. If you 
want to take it one step further, start a brush clearing business. This way, other people 
pay you to feed your goats on their brush. A lot of municipalities are using this under 
power lines to control the weeds or along ditches in wetland areas. You can also use 
goats for silver pasturing. This is managing forest areas with goats. As you might 
imagine, they keep the underbrush cleared and the trees neatly trimmed. 
 

 Heritage breed goats also make a lot of sense in rotational grazing systems using 
multiple species. If you put your goats in first, they’re going to eat all the woody and 
brushy stuff. If you follow up, let’s say, with chickens, the chickens will break up the 
manure and eat the parasites, and bugs, and so on, and then the cattle are going to 
come in, and they’re going to eat the grassy type of stuff. By the time you get back to 
putting the goats on again, then some of the woody things have grown back up, and it 
makes sense to use this kind of rotational system. The other advantage is that it has a 
real beneficial effect on soils themselves. Studies have shown that using these multi-
species grazing systems can really rebuild and sustain areas that the soils have been 
depleted from years of use as cropland, and you’ll see the results with your own eyes. 
 

 Goats are very smart and trainable as pack animals or harness animals. This Oberhasli 
wether has been trained as a pack animal, and they’re very strong. They’re very friendly, 
and so they work well with people on the trail, and they’re very self-sufficient. You really 
don’t have to pack much in the way of feed for a goat the way that you might for other 
types of pack animals. You can also use your goats for harness, and they actually can be 
pretty helpful around firmness capacity. 
 

 For example, in the 1890’s, goats were used to pull sleds in the Yukon to take supplies to 
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the miners up in the remote areas of Alaska, so that’s where their hardiness and their 
strength really came into being. You may not live in the Yukon and you don’t need to 
haul supplies to miners, but your goats can be helpful in hauling supplies around the 
homestead to your garden or maybe helping you clear trees and brush after you’ve cut 
them down. 
 

 Goats are smart and trainable to either pack or harness. This Oberhasli wether is trained 
as a pack animal. His friendly and works well with people on trail, strong and self-
sufficient, so you don’t have to pack much in the way of feed as you might with other 
pack animals. Goats can also be trained to harness, and they can haul things around the 
farm. Angora goats were once used as sled animals in the Yukon, taking supplies up to 
miners. You may not live in the Yukon and you may not have to haul your supplies to 
miners, but your goats can help you haul supplies around the homestead or remove 
small trees when clearing brush. 
 

 I hope you’ve enjoyed this introduction to heritage breed goats and have thought of lots 
of ways that they could help you around your farm or ranch. I’m going to talk about a 
couple of resources that may be helpful to you. The first is “The Meat Goat Handbook.” 
If you’re thinking about a meat goat project, this is a really, really topnotch book that 
will help you get started with that. If you’d like to learn more about heritage breeds, 
check out our latest book from Storey Publishing. It’s called “An Introduction to Heritage 
Breeds,” and we’ve got information in there not only about what heritage breeds are 
and how they fit on your homestead, but how to get started, basic breed maintenance, 
choosing your heritage breed project, and the art and science of breeding. 
 

 Finally, be sure to check out our website for additional information. We’ve got more 
about the breeds, how to select a breed. Don’t forget to look at the online breeder 
directory to help you find people that are raising these breeds. We’ve got links to the 
Breed Associations, guidance documents on biosecurity, and some links to financial 
resources to help you get started. Thanks for joining me today for this introduction of 
heritage breed goats, and contact us at the Livestock Conservancy if you’d like to get 
started on your own goat project or join the conservancy in our long-term conservation 
mission. 
 

Marjory: Yes. After watching that, I also have a question about the crayons. Okay? I wish Alison 
had gone in a little bit more detail on just exactly how you attach crayons to a buck to 
make sure that the female got bred. That might be time for another summit. Anyway, it 
was … I definitely have my interest peaked on that one. Alison can be reached by 
clicking the button on the right and getting to the Livestock Conservancy there. 
 

 They do have a ton of resources, and if you’re looking for some of these heritage 
breeds, which I hope you are, they have a network of people that can connect you up 
and breeders that are offering breeds for sale and if you start to get into it. It’s also just 
a great organization to support. We really do need to have a grassroots movement again 
where we’re growing, and preserving, and improving these heritage breeds, so I highly 
encourage your support for the livestock conservancy. 
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 If you didn’t catch it, Deborah Nieman has a wonderful presentation on raising goats 
naturally. She’s got more than a decade of experience. It’s a wonderful presentation, 
more on the nitty-gritty of how to raise them. Again, a little bit more on the minerals, 
and the housing, and protection in livestock. Just a wonderful presentation all about 
goats. 
 

 I have noticed in my years of experience that a lot of goat keepers are also beekeepers. 
That may or may not be you, but Jacqueline Freeman has a wonderful presentation on 
natural beekeeping, which is also a very good one to watch, and goats are a critical part 
of the food production systems of some of the greatest ultra-athletes of the world. I 
went on a trip to go spend some time with them, and I have a presentation here on how 
they grow their own food, and definitely watch that one to see the integral role that 
goats play. Believe it or not, it’s not because they eat them. This is Marjory Wildcraft. 
Yes. Check out some of those other presentations. This is the Home Grown Food 
Summit. 
 

 

 


